LED STRIPS
At Iberian Lighting we offer a wide range of LED strips to suit interior and exterior use. Our in house expertise are here to
help provide wholesalers, architects, lighting designers as well as the general public

We offer an array of colour LED strips to complement our hand carafted
lamp shades. RGBW (red, green, blue, white) colour strips are arranged
on the same PCB board allowing users to switch from a clean single
colour to a colour changing RGB on the same strip.
LED strips are also great at illuminating kitchen counters, staircases,
cove or arch features and creating a relaxed mood lighting which can
can be hidden behind cornices and cabinets or bookshelves, to name
a few.
All of our LED strips are dimmable and can come installed
with drivers and control gears.

Colour Controlers allow users to control zones of LED strip.
We offer LED Single Colour Controlers, Tunable White
Colour Controlers and RGB & RGBW Controlers. You also
have the option of WI-FI connectivity when paired with our
WI-FI transmitter, thus allowing simultaneous control via
smart phones and tablet devices.

At Iberian Lighting we offer a range of zone controllers, allowing LED strip
intration into almost any area.
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LED Lights last up to six times longer
LED lighting is more energy
than other lighting types, reducing
efficient than any other known
the requirement for replacements at lighting technology. LED products
the same time as reducing your
are significantly cheaper to run
carbon footprint.. LED lights also
compared to standard lighting
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technologies
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LEDs are highly efficient for white
and colored light applications. All
of our LED Lights have the ability
to be dimmed and to provide
color control are other benefits of
LED lights.
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